
 

Blog writing is important for your business - you already know that! 

It establishes your authority in your niche and gets you more clients.
Blog writing is easy but not simple. 

You may be writing blogs but still wondering about its “returns”. One
key reason is the process or the journey which can get really messy or
meandering. 

So here is a checklist to help you navigate blog writing process and
improve the outcomes. 

Whether you write it, or you assign it to your team member or
outsource it to a freelancer or agency- this will defend the even the
most experienced and skilled from mistakes and failures. 

Keep this handy. Save it on your desktop; print it out and pin it on
your board. Dive in …all the best!

Disclaimer : There are other ways to approach a blog ‘in your own way’ if you are absolutely
sure what your audience will resonate with. However you may still find some of the following
points useful to you.
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A Blog Checklist
.......that gets you out of the mess



HEADLINE - THE MAGNET TO YOUR BLOG

Define your audience

Create an outline

Define the problem 

Imagine the solution

Do your Research on the topic

Research keywords and phrases to use

Create a Compelling , Attractive and Relatable Title

Include keywords in Headline

Have multiple options to choose from

Use H2 and H3 subheadings

GIVE ME SIX HOURS TO CHOP DOWN A TREE AND I WILL
SPEND THE FIRST FOUR SHARPENING THE AXE.–
ABRAHAM LINCOLN

BEFORE YOU START OFF 

 

BOLDLY GOING WHERE HUNDREDS HAVE GONE BEFORE
DOES NOT MAKE HEADLINES. - NEIL DEGRASSE TYSON
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Start the blog with a hook (facts, interesting stat or

quote)

Write a good introduction

Create a Table of Content 

Use a consistent style in the content

Have a smooth transition from one paragraph to

another.

Use short paragraphs and the sentences 

Ask open-ended questions throughout the blog

Avoid repetitions of words and use synonyms

(Your audience are human) So write for them

Include keywords  (1-word keyword, 2-words

keywords)

Use statistics wherever needed.

Include appealing images and videos in the blog

Avoid jargons and use ‘easy’ words 

Use bullet points and list

Consider writing in the first person

THE CONTENT - THE KING

 

IF YOU CAN’T EXPLAIN IT SIMPLY, YOU DON’T
UNDERSTAND IT WELL ENOUGH. – ALBERT EINSTEIN
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Include a Powerful Call to Action for the reader to

take an action

Proofread the blog before publishing

Add at least 3 internal links to help Google understand

and rank your website 

Add 3-5 external links  from credible sources 

Add alt-tag names of the images  

Write title tag, meta description for your blog

Mention the source of images, quotes and stat

A CONCLUSION IS SIMPLY THE PLACE WHERE YOU GOT
TIRED OF THINKING. - DAN CHAON, STAY AWAKE

IN THE END....
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(Forgetting to) format ( Use bold text, colons, italics,

capital letters, block quotes)

An (un)-appropriate blog length 

(Lack of) clear introduction

(Poor) structure

(Too descriptive) 

(Poor) referencing

(In)complete sentences (fragments)

Sticking two sentences together with no link (run-

ons)

(Long) sentences

(Poor) transition between paragraphs

(Short) paragraphs with (little) development of the

main idea

(Incorrect) word order

(Sloppy) proofreading

CREATIVITY IS JUST CONNECTING THINGS. -
STEVE JOBS

(COMMON MISTAKES TO AVOID) / A FINAL
CHECK

Include Version Number and Date (on your

document)..you will thank me someday :) 

BONUS
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Here is a handy list of tools which can help you in

different areas of blog writing

Writing, collaborating and editing - Google docs, MS

Word online

Managing project and collaborating - Workflowy,

Excel, Google Sheets, Trello or any team collaboration

software.

Grammar and readability- Grammarly, Hemmingway

app

Keyword research- Keyword Everywhere plugin,

Ubersuggest, HOTH, SEO Quake. And even the good old

Google Search :) 

SEO for your blog (in WordPress)- Yoast plugin

Alt Text checker- Digital Sales, SEO Optimizer,

Although we recommend you do a manual search as the

tools produce inconsistent results.

Stock images and templates- Pexels, Pixabay,

Unsplash, Canva, Slidesgo

TOOLS
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A GOOD TOOL IMPROVES THE WAY YOU WORK. A GREAT
TOOL IMPROVES THE WAY YOU THINK.- JEFF DUNTEMANN



 
Hi!

I hope you like this blog checklist and get started in the right
direction. Blog is just one piece of the digital marketing puzzle ….there
are more pieces to put together. 

I am Tuhin, a Digital Growth Navigator. I help businesses, nonprofits
& educational institutions optimally reach their marketing goals using
digital media. Out go clutter and complexity; in come simplicity, focus
and results.

Are you looking to work with someone who has the knowledge gained from
working with multiple organisations and scenarios to create a roadmap
that works for you? 

Are you looking for someone to handhold you in implementing this
roadmap until you achieve the results you want? 

Are you looking towards building your organisation’s digital marketing
capability, so that you can execute work in-house, easily and cost-
effectively.

If the answer is YES to any or all of the above question then book a
complimentary discovery call with me.
See you on the other side

Tuhin
Your Digital Growth Navigator.
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Book Your Session

https://tuhinghosh.com/contact-me/

